
BRIEFING

Keep a record of all safety education and include the date, discussion leader name, and a listing of all employees in attendance on the 
Attendance Register. This is one of a series of safety information guides. Use this as a framework for safety discussions within the workplace. 
It is a general description ONLY and does not carry the force of legal opinion. Visit SAFETY WORKSTM at www.clearpathmutual.com for 
additional FREE training, education, and awareness material. SAFETY WORKS, Work It! TM

ELECTRICAL SAFETY 

Engineers, electricians, and other professionals work with electricity directly, including working on overhead 

lines, cable harnesses, and circuit assemblies. Others, such as office workers and sales people, work with 

electricity indirectly and may be exposed to electrical hazards. Refer to OSHA 29 CFR 1910.333 and OSHA 29 

CFR 1910.147. 

 

GENERAL HAZARDS

  Damaged wiring insulation exposes hot wires to potentially combustible materials and may start a fire.

  Always contact the local utility companies prior to doing any digging or trenching to mark the locations  

  of their wires.

  Broken switches or plugs can cause overheating in the circuit.

  Overloaded circuits are created when too much electrical current is running through a given  

  electrical system.

  Appliances or tools can become overheated if they have an internal electrical problem.

  Static electricity can cause discomfort for workers. It can even start a fire or cause an explosion when  

  around flammable materials.

  Make sure flammable materials are properly stored and grounded, especially when dispensing chemicals.

  Stay at least 10 feet away from high-voltage power lines. High-voltage lines are bare conductors, so  

  contacting them with a ladder, cherry picker, manlift bucket truck, etc., will cause electrical shocks.

RULES OF ELECTRICITY

  Electricity will travel only in a completed circuit. When you flip a light switch off, you are breaking  

  the circuit. To turn the light back on, you complete the circuit by flipping the switch on.

  Electricity will always travel in the path of least resistance. Every electrical user has a certain amount of  

  electrical resistance. If the electrical circuit has a choice between a light bulb or a power tool, it will light  

  the bulb because it has less resistance than a power tool.

  Short circuits occur because of the rule that electricity will always travel in the path of least resistance.  

  If given the opportunity, electricity will bypass a piece of machinery (resistance). This will result in the  

  machine not operating correctly and the circuit possibly overheating. The circuit was designed with a  

  certain amount of resistance, and when that resistance is bypassed, the wiring may become overheated.  

  Circuit breakers were developed to break the circuit and stop the flow of electricity if the source of  

  resistance was bypassed to prevent the circuit from overheating.

  Electricity will always try to travel to ground. Ground completes a circuit and offers very little resistance.
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ATTENDANCE REGISTER
The BRIEFING or any safety discussion does not meet OSHA training requirement. Training must 

include testing or “proof” that employees comprehend and understand the material presented. OSHA 
recommends that employers keep a record of all safety and health training and education. Records 

provide evidence of the employer’s god faith and compliance with OSHA standards. Have all attending 
employees sign below and maintain a copy of this Briefing for your educational records.
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